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'. TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
*

CHATTANOOGA. TENNESSEE 37401*

400 Chestnut Street Tower II

, .

January 11, 1985

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attantion: } Ms.- E. Adensam, Chief

Licensing Branch No. 4
a -

Division of Licensing
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Ms. Adesam:
s

In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-327
. Tenessee Valley Authority ) 50 -32 8

In accordance with the requirement of the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant unit 2
operating license condition, 2.C.(13).c, TVA submitted a report, by the
October 1, 1981 letter from L. M. Mills to you, that identified compliance with
sections III.0,' III.J, III.L, and III.0 of Appendix R to 10 CFR part 50.
Enclosure 1 provides additional deviations to sections III.G and III.L of
Appendix R to 10 CFR part 50.

.

Fire doors 'in the Auxiliary Building which separate redundant divisions
. have been walked down and inspected. to the Underwriters Laboratories (UL)

' configuration using the guidellnes from the Watts Bar UL inspection.
Approximately 37 doors were found to be non-functional and others deviated from
NFPA-80 and UL guidelines. Licensee Event Report SQRO-50-327/84073 was
submitted to report the deficiencies. TVA intends to perform the necessary
modifications / repairs to restore the deficient fire doors to an equivalent UL
listed configuration. TVA -intends to use NFPA 80-1981, " Standard for Fire Doors

- and Windows," as an additional guideline for this and future maintenance
activities to assure fire doors are maintained functional.

There are two items idatified in the Watts Bar UL inspection report, however,
that TVA does not inted to implement. The two items are plastic and metal
signs and weatherstrip gasketing material. The signs are installed to indicate

j

function and use of doors and the. weatherstrip gasketing has been installed to
satisfy air infiltration limits for control of radioactive contamination. The
installation of these two items on fire doors is a minor modification which will
not dagrade the fire-rating of the. doors. Based on guidance in the handouts
from the NRC Appendix R workshop that was held in Atlanta, Georgia on May 4,
.1984, such minor modifications do not constitute a deviation. We do intend,
however, . to replace the existing weatherstrip gasketing with UL listed materials
as necessary during normal maintenance activities.

TVA, therefore, requests NRC review and approval 'of the deviations contained in
- | the enclosure. In accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR part 170.21, also

enclosed is the $150 application fee.
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Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation January 11, 1985

If you have any_ questions, please call R. H. Shell at FTS 858-2688.

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

fp. 4. /h
J. A. Domer

_. Nuclear Engineer
Sworn subsor before me

1985this- day of -

- NoT,ary Public f //~- My Commission Expires a' /

Enclosures ('2)
_ oo: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Enolosure)

Region II

Attn: Mr. James P. O'Reilly Administrator
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
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ENCLOSURE
*

*

SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2
REQUESTS FOR DEVIATION FROM APPENDIX R*.-.

14. Deviation - Section III.G.2 requires redundant safe shutdown components
to be separated from each other by one of the following methods:

a. Separation by a fire barrier having a three-hour rating.

b. Separation by a horizontal distance of more than 20 feet with no
intervening combustibles or fire hazards and provisions for fire
detectors and an automatic fire suppression system in the fire
area.

c. Enclosure in a fire barrier having a one-hour rating and providing
fire detectcra and an automatic fire suppression system in the
fire area.

Raceways in the Auxiliary Building that are rot separated by a
horizontal distance of 20 feet or more are enclosed in a one-hour
fire rated barrier until a 20-foot separation is attained. This
is not interpreted by NRC to be in literal comppliance wn..12rt b
per Enclosure 3 of the handouts which were distributed at the
region workshop on Appendix R held in Atlanta on May 4,1984.

Justification - The locations in the Auxiliary Building where redundant
cables are protected by a one-hour fire-rated barrier until 20-fcot
separation is attained have no significant in situ fire haz1ted
present except for cable insulation in the cable trays. Fuse and
breaker coordination provides or will provide adequate protection to
clear any electrical fault from any cables, that do not have

- adequate -separation, before its insulation reaches its auto-ignition
temperature, an internally generated cable tray fire that could
affect both is not considered a credible event. An exposure fire at
.the floor mpresents the only significant fire hazard for the
redundant cables. Sprinkler coverage has been provided at the
ceiling in the rooms where partial one-hour fire-rated barriers are
installed. . These sprinklers will release large quantities of water
in well developed patterns at the ceiling 'during a fire. The
cooling effect of this water will prevent the formation of. a heat
pine and will control room temperatures until the fire brigade car.
respond and extinguish the fim. The existing sprinkler . systems
have been evaluated by NRC and by letter from R. C. Lewis .to H. G.

c Parris dated April 28, 1981, were found to be acceptable. In
addition, standpipe and hose stations and portable extinguishers are

i. .provided throughout the Auxiliary Building.

For' areas where intervening cable trays are located between the
: unwrapped portions of the redundant circuits (separation greater -
- than 20 feet), supplemental sprinkler protection will be installed
in accordance with the " sprinkler system- criteria for resolving .

-intervening combustibles". -The criteria was submitted as part of'
; Deviation Naber 12 in the December 18, 1984 letter from J. A. Domer

4 to E. Adensam.
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It is TVA's position that an integrated fire protection system will. ,

be provided which is equivalent to section III.G.2.b. We therefore,-

request approval of the deviation to the literal requirements of
_ section III.G.2.b as interpreted by part b of Enclosure 3 of the

workshop handouts referenced.'

~

- 15. Deviation - Section III.G of Appendix R states that one train of systems
'

needed for hot standby Frst be free of fire damage. The NRC staff
position on this rule st qtes that operability of the hot standby
systems must exist without repairs and that removal of fuses for
isolation and use of jumpers are considered as repairs (reference
SECY-83-269 letter dated July 5,1983, attachment C, section b).

The main control room air handling unit (MRC AHU) B-B remote control'

cable 1PL4512B interacts with cables associated with MCR AHU A-A on
elevation 714 of the Auxiliary Building. The MCR AHU B-B cable
1PL4512B will be disabled in the event of a fire by lifting wires
A122BT1 and A12BTP in compartment 1D of the 480-V shutdown board
1B2-B and by replacing necessary control fuses. The HVAC system

? (Train-B) will then be operated using the local controls at the

compressor. A casuality procedure,will address the wire lifts and
control fuse replacement. -- '

' Justification - The wire lifts and control fuse replacement discussed above
will be necessary to achieve main control room (MCR) ventilation.
Cable'1PL4512B is for remote control only. The wire lifts will only-
_be required in the event .the fire damage prevents the compressor> >

from starting. Once_the wire. list is. accomplished, the' compressor
can be operated using existing manual controls located at the
' Compressor.

.

SQN operating experience indicates that MCR temperatures will not exce

if -104 F within a five-hour time duration. The time required to
,

complete the wire lifts and control. fuse replacement is' 30 minutes.
Adequate manpower is available to perform the required actions. The
location where the postulated : fire may cause loss of MCR. AHU A-A and
starting" capability for MCR AHU B-B B-B (Auxiliary Building
elevation 714) is separated' from theTMCR AHU B-B compressor and

,

- . associated local controls, which is located in tl e . control'huilding,
~ ~

e by 3-hour fire-rated construction. The 480-V shutdown board room
L

_

'1B2-B where.the wire lifts will be performed is saparated from the'

'
.

postulated fire location by 1-1/2-hour fire-rated- construction. In
i: = addition, automatic sprinklers, detection, . standpipes, and portable'

extinguishers are provided for the above three locations.'

,

u

, - TVA, therefore, requests -approval for a deviation' from the NRC staff'

'. ei position that operability of this hot stancby system must exist-
'

'

without' wire lifts and control fbse replacements to achieve

: equipment. operability.

- - 16. - Deviation - Section III.L.2.d yor 10CFR50, Appendix R, requires the process'

- 1 monitoring'functionofor. alternative or dedicated shutdown.to be'

,,

| capable of providing direct readings of the process variables.
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d. Justification for tha lack of cold leg temparature instrumen-
' '

tr. tion in the ACR in provided in Daviation 2 of Enclosure 2 of.

j,+ ' J. A. Domer's letter to E. Adesam dated December 18, 1984.

TVA, therefore, requests approval of the deviation to the NRC*
position that level indication for CST, RWST, and Wide Range
Steam Generator is mquired by 10CFR50, Apprndix R, Section

p III.L.2.d.
J

17. Deviation - Section III.G.2.c mquires that one redundant train of,

components necessary for safe shutdown be enclosed by a 1-hour rated.

i fire barrier in addition to area protection by fire detectors and
automatic suppression system.

!

On elevation 690 of the Auxiliary Building, power cables for both
, redundant divisions of the ERCW pumps and the ERCW pumping station'

tranformers from the yard pump house are routed into a metal
enclosure mounted on the concrete wall.

Justification - The metal eclosure (pull box) is mounted on the concrete
wall approximately ten feet above the floor. Each voltage level and,

train is separated from each other within the pull box by metal
{- partitions. Circuit protective devices will ensure that a fault on

any of these circuits will be cleared before the insulation on the
cables mach their auto-ignition temperature.,

The pull box has been provided with a 1-1/2-hour fire-rated coating
of Pyrocrete on the outside of the box. Cables for one redundant

-
- train penetrate the box and run on elevation 690 while cables for

the opposite redundant train are enclosed in a 1-1/2-hour rated fire
barrier, from the pull box to the elevation 690 ceiling. Elevation;

690 of the Auxiliary Building is provided with a preaction sprinkler.'- system actuated by cross-zoned ionization smoke detectors.
!. Additional sprinklers are provided in the area around the pull box.
'

.

It is TVA'c position that appropriate fire protection has been
provided for these circuits. Fire protection for these circuits was
reviewed by the NRC and determined to be appropriate and acceptablel
-(see SQN !ER dated February 1980). Therefore, TVA requests approval,.

I: of the deviation to section III.G for the redundant ERCW cables
enclosed by the metal molosure protected with Pyrocrete on;

E elevation 690 of the Auxiliary Building.

.18. Deviation - Section II.G.2.c mquires that redundant components required -
for safe shutdown be separated from each other by a fire barrier

; having a rating of 1-hour and fire detectors and automatic
suppression systems be installed in the area. - The NRC Information
Notice 84-09 states that fire barriers- installed to meet ~ the
requirements of section III.G.2 must have a fire rating based on -
testing conducted by a natiorally recognized testing laboratory for
the configuration used in the plant. The covered hatch that-<

separates 480-V Reactor MOV board room 2A (elevation 749) from 6900-
V shutdown board room B (elevation 734) has been coated withF - Pyrocrete to provide a 3-hour fire barrier between these two rooms,
but- this configuration has not been subjected to a hose stream test.,

I
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' necetstry to perforza and control a plant shutdown. In attachment 1
' . _ cf IE Information Notice No. 84-09 dated February 13, 1984, the NRC

*- identified the instrumentation they consider necessary for
:.' alternative or dedicated shutdown. Contrary to these guidelines,

the following instrumentation has not been provided in the auxiliary
control room (ACR): a. Condensate Storage Tank Level Indication b.
Refueling Water Storage Tank Level Indication c. Wide Range Steam

3 Generator Level Indication

Justification -

a. The CST leval indication is not considered essential in the ACR
due to automatic switchover capability to the essential raw
cooling water (ERCW) header. During shutdown procedures,
automatic switchover of the auxiliary feedwater pump suction
from the CST to the ERCW: header will be available when control
is established in the ACR. -

AOI-27 instructs personnel operating the turbine driven AFW pump
to insure automatic switchover takes place when suction pressure
decreases below a specified level (indicating Jow level in the
CST) or manually switch suction for all AFW pumps to ERCW, if
automatic switchover fails to ' occur.

b. -The RWST level indication is not considered essential in the ACR
due to the large inventory and small demand requirements. The

- RWST contains over ten times the inventory required for cold
shutdown. --This is primarily used as makeup' for contraction &e
to .cooldown . over a period of hours. Additionally, RWST level

' can be locally determined at -the tank, as necessary.

c. - Narrow range steam. generator . level and auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
flow indication to ' ench generator is provided'in the ACR. This

,

instrumentation provides input- to the automatic _ controls -
utilized 'to maintain ' steam generator (SG) level during plant
shutdown & ring a fire.- Although wide range instrumentation is

'

available in the . main control room -(MCR), no automatic control
or safety system inputs are derived from this instrumentation.

,

Using' AFW flow indication, the operator is able to confirm
[ - adequate reactor coolant system:(RCS) post trip steam generator
' . inventory control should the level _ fall below the narrow range

_

indication. '

i .; It 'is TVA's opinion- that narrow range level indication along

[| .with AFW flow indication, whidt- provides primary indication of
i'

'

heat removal capability,-is sufficient for use in asfe si'.utdown
~

procedures Whenever the ACR is utilized.- Additionally .the new,,

emergency operating procedures developed by the Westinghouse
Owner's Group do not require . wide range SG level indication. .

_

The post accident monitoring requirements of Regulatory Guide
_

!1.97 utilize narrow range level indication and AFW flow for the,

determination of an adequate heat sink.

.
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Ju;tific tion - Both tha 480-V R; actor MOV board roon 2A on alcystion 749 and
tha train B 6900-V shutdown board room on elevation 734 are provided. .

,
'

with preaction sprinkler systems actuated by cross-zoned ionization 3.

t'

smoke detectors. Pyrocrete has been installed on the underside of |this hatch to achieve a 3-hour OLre rating. The installation is
similar to the confi ; ation tested by Industrial Testing
Laboratories, Inc. aa 1pproved for a 3-hour CLre rating. This

i

installation makes th, hatch an integral part of the elevation 734
ceiling. ASTM E119-33 does not require hose stream tests on
columns, floor or ceiling assemblies.

It is TVA's position that the protection and separation is adequate
for these two rooms and that a hose stream test is not mquired for
the covered hatch that has been upgraded to a 3-hour fire barrier.
Therefore, we request approval of the deviation to the requirement
that the protected hatch must pass a hose stream test.

.
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